In the paper analysis of properties of medical diagnoses acquired using simple and complex classifiers was performed. The introduced terms are illustrated with a comprehensive example in the field of medical diagnostics.
Introduction
The work below presents the analysis of properties of a classifier being the synthesis (fusion) of two simple (ranking) domain classifiers applied to medical diagnostics. The presented work is a continuation of the theoretical results included in [2] .
The example concerns determination of initial diagnosis for the patient on the basis of diagnosed symptoms of disease and risk factors with regard to their intensification. The applied diagnostic model, described in the papers [6, 7] also considers the significance levels for the applicable symptoms and risk factors in diagnosing individual diseases. Data on the patient's health condition (observation X x ∈ ) were divided by domains into two areas: data on symptoms presence and data on risk factors and their intensification. These data formed the basis for developing two domain classifiers. The third classifier, typical for medical diagnostics processes and 'operating' on data concerning the specialist results of laboratory tests is included further in the iteration diagnostic process upon obtaining the initial diagnosis.
Pareto filter as a complex classifier
The classifiers used in the example were developed on the basis of ranking functions [2] , and their values may be interpreted as the distance (fitting rate, similarity) of observation X x ∈ (in the area of symptoms or risk factors, respectively) to the applicable disease units l ∈ L , [6, 9] . The applied medical data (observation x) refer to the so-called "difficult diagnostic case" since the calculated values of the similarity function (1) according to the model adopted in works [6, 7] achieved relatively low and repeatable for many labels values.
 
On the basis of the a/m functions, the following two simple classifiers were developed:
Classifications acquired with these classifiers (initial diagnoses) are as follows:
Diagnostic concluding on the basis of these results is most probably hindered and doubtful, for example due to that
This undoubtedly results from the fact that both classifiers are too simple (only the symptoms or only risk factors and of low accuracy and the ranking functions are not injective) [6, 7] ). A logical and safe approach in this case would be adopting the initial diagnosis
without any guarantee, however, that the actual diagnosis will be included in set The coordinates of such point shall
This point is a ranking image of virtual label (utopian label) of such a disease unit, which would have the highest similarity rate in terms of symptoms and risk factors under observation X x ∈ [2, 3, 26, 27] .
As the synthesis relation, the previously discussed [2] Pareto relation was adoptedthe most common in such cases [3, 13, 15] . According to [2] , an integrated classifier (generated as a result of synthesis) shall be the classifier: 
This is a set of disease units (labels), from which there are no 'more fitted' units in set L with regard to observation X x ∈ in the area of diagnosed symptoms and risk factors. This is the effect of operation of the integrated classifier. ( )
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The next to last column contains information on "intersection" of the indication of a given classifier with the set of nondominated labels and the coverage index with regard to intersection (proportion of a number of nondominated labels contained in the classifier indication to the total number of nondominated labels). Referring to the need of possible further extension of classification we may [2] , additionally determine the following sets on recurrent basis:
(the "most important" two, subsequent clusters of label set L (see Figure 1) [5] and perform the ranking of the total of these 
. This set may be further subject to ranking using the distance of its elements from the ideal point
We shall obtain (see Figure 1 ) the following ranking: . This is a significant diagnostic conclusion implying great caution in excessively restrictive narrowing of the initial diagnosis. The specific nature of this situation is clearly illustrated in Figure 1 .
Classifier committee voting
For completeness of analysis of the discussed example the indications resulting from 'classifier voting' will be determined. In the case of such utilization of the classifier the fusion of classification is frequently applied, consisting in different 'classifier voting' technologies [15] . The new complex classifiers are obtained using this method, for example, 'maximum number of votes' or 'majority of votes'. Let
The classifier of "maximum number of votes" selected (generated) by the classifier committee shall be the classifier , 2 :
In the analyzed example, considering the first four classifiers (with no selection), we will obtain (see Table 2 )
arg max max 3 ,
The other voting principle is the majority of votes principle, leading to synthesis of the "majority of votes classifier":
of the following exemplary form:
In the analyzed case: 
The reliability of the Pareto classifier
In the case of meta-classifiers obtained as a result of synthesis one may also define a "global quality index", so-called "indication reliability". Using the definition of the diagnostic process reliability index [7] , one may propose the following formula specifying the value of the reliability index for meta-classifier ( ) 
the global ranking reference point (global ideal point, greatest lower bound of set Y). Upon normalization of the index value, we will obtain: ( 
analyzed example is only 65%. This confirms the fact that the diagnostic data used in the example and resulting from observation x were insufficiently expressive and unambiguous (see Table 1 ).
Summary
Analysis of the results obtained on the basis of the diagnostic example described in Clause 4 fully confirms the benefits achievable thanks to the application of classifier synthesis. Even a brief analysis of the results obtained in the example (including analysis of Figure 1 ) demonstrates obvious benefits resulting from synthesis of classifiers leading to an increased value of many indexes used for assessment of quality of classifiers, such as: ranking function injectivity index, ambiguity index, expressiveness index and reliability of indications [1, 6, 7, 28] . The analysis of the example also demonstrates the possible diagnostic benefits from the repeated application of the Pareto filtration leading to the extension of the initial diagnosis. Surprisingly, high conformity of the indications of "classifier voting" in a form of "maximum number of votes" (7) and "majority of votes" (8) Table 2) appeared to be an unexpected effect of the analyzed example.
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